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In Short

found that oxygen atoms tend to self-organize on
stepped Au surfaces and thus might not prefer to
adsorb individually [1], Figure 1. In particular, in the
presence of oxygen, admetal Ag segregates and
quasi ordered Au-O-Au-O chains are likely to form.

• Oxygen atoms can adsorb on Au in self-organized
quasi-ordered Au-O-Au-O chains rather than indi- Our previous AIMD study of CO oxidation with O2
vidually
on the inverse ceria/Au catalyst helped us to identify
• The reactivity of chains toward other chemicals on a Mars-van-Krevelen (MvK) type of mechanism,
where lattice O of a ceria particle at the Au/oxide
the Au surface will be studied
interface was participating in the catalytic cycle
• We hypothesize that these chains may be key to [2]. In this project we hypothesize that O atoms in
1D Au oxide structures might behave similarly to
catalytic activity of nanostructured Au
ceria on Au, providing storage for active O atoms
• 20 AIMD simulations will be run on Au-O chains of and releasing them in MvK-type redox processes.
varying length reacting with CO, with silver impu- Additionally, we expect that the CO oxidation could
rities included and water included in some of the lead to an even faster formation of O phases
runs
and surface restructuring, as well as admetal
segregation.
Investigating the adsorption behavior and reactivity
of catalytically relevant molecules on well-defined
gold surfaces provides great information for understanding the catalytic activity of gold-based
nanocatalysts, such as nanoporous gold (np-Au).
Within this project we aim to deliver a comprehensive picture of surface reactivity, where an
idealized picture of a perfect clean and rigid catalyst
surface will be replaced by a surface, which is
covered by adsorbates and is dynamically changing
during catalytic transformations. These insights
will be achieved through a combination between
traditional (static) calculations based on density
functional theory (DFT) and ab initio molecular
dynamics (AIMD) simulations. The work of DFG
Research Unit NAGOCAT already revealed that the
surface chemistry of np-Au turns out to be more
complex than anticipated. Interactions between gold,
chemisorbed O atoms generated and consumed
during catalysis, and trace amounts of Ag impurities
present in np-Au lead to complex surface dynamics.
To shed more light into these surface evolution
processes, we will study the surface reactivity
by means of AIMD simulations. Adsorption and
oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO) is a common
prototypical reaction in heterogeneous catalysis.
Nanoporous gold catalysts have complex structures
(with trace impurities of less noble metals), and may
undergo surface restructuring upon CO oxidation.
In fact, atomic O on its own can lead to rapid
restructuring with metal diffusion happening at
the same time. In a recent DFT study, it was

The project will focus primarily on the mechanism
and dynamic restructuring of model Au catalysts
with 1D gold oxide structures supported on Au
during dry and wet CO oxidation using AIMD. AIMD
simulations allow one to study (the mechanism
of) a chemical reaction and surface processes
(such as surface and subsurface metal diffusion)
together over the same time scale, something that
conventional static DFT computations do not offer.
This will help us get a new level of understanding of
the CO oxidation of np-Au that could be extended to
more complex probe molecules.

Figure 1: Formation of an O chain from individual O atoms on
Au(321 [1]. Copyright of American Chemical Society.
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Static DFT computations will be coupled with
AIMD simulations as to explore potentially interesting/relevant AIMD reaction pathways, specifically
since AIMD simulations only help to identify a pathway, but afterwards static calculations are required to
calculate stationary points and determine activation
barriers along the pathway.
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